INTRODUCTION TO SHRINERSINTERNATIONAL.ORG

EXPLORE NEW TOOLS & NAVIGATION

Main Navigation
Top, Footer & Sub-Menu Navigation

Mobile Navigation
Device Interface & Mobile Menu

Sections & Components
On Page Navigation & Layout Features
MAIN NAVIGATION

DESKTOP/LAPTOP LAYOUT

MAIN MENU
Access the site through the top menu. Each top label is a section.

LOG-IN & LANGUAGE
The upper right corner has log-in, language and search tools.

DEFAULT FOOTER MENU
Scroll to the bottom of each page for additional links in the footer menu.
MOBILE MENU
PHONES & TABLETS

MULTI-LANGUAGE SELECTOR

Users can select from one of 6 languages here.

LOG-IN & SEARCH

To provide a mobile, app like experience the Log-in and Search tools are located near the users thumb for convenience.

The menu is condensed into a mobile friendly menu that will allow users to navigate in and out of sections.
“In This Section +” is the Sub-Menu Tool

Once a page is selected from the main navigation the section navigation will appear. Look for “+” sign that indicates more options. pages.
MEMBER CENTER LOG IN
UPDATE AND VIEW MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Log In with WEBFEZ User Name

Member Center access is based on your membership records in Webfez, including your membership status.

Important: If you’ve never signed into Webfez, you will need your ShrineID to create an Account.

For help logging in please find helpful links below the “Sign In” link.
MEMBER DASHBOARD SCREENS

MEMBER DASHBOARD IS SYNCED WITH WEBFEZ DATA

MEMBER CENTER LOG IN
Log-in and gain access to the Member Center and your personalized Member Dashboard.

MEMBER DASHBOARD
View membership card, dues, Blue Lodge, Clubs & Units and important membership notifications.

UPDATE MEMBER INFORMATION
Update contact information, spouse information and interest details.
MEMBER CENTER = SHRINERS VILLAGE
EXCLUSIVE MEMBERS ONLY CONTENT

MEMBER CENTER
The new exclusive Member Center on ShrinersInternational.org contains all membership resources in one place.

SUB-MENU TOOL
Look for the red sub-menu tool to navigate through the Member Center.

CONTENT STRUCTURE
MIRRORS ORGANIZATION
Members can find content & resources that align with how the organization is structured.

- Accounting & Governance
- Membership
- Marketing & Communications
- Philanthropy
- Sporting Events
- Education
CONTACT US
ACCESSIBLE FROM THE FOOTER OF EVERY PAGE

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS

Accessible from the bottom of every page, users can submit a contact us web form.

We encourage members to reach out with any questions or comments.

Please complete the form and include the correct Relevant Topic so we can route the message to the appropriate team member.